
Simply Stunning
INTERIOR BLINDS



PANEL GLIDES
more than just a window furnishing

Introducing elegance and style, Panel Glides clearly 
have the wow factor. Fabulous in wide open spaces, 
with a smooth and effortless operating system, the 
fabric panels glide easily making them the perfect 
choice for large glazed areas, sliding and bi-fold 
doors and even as room dividers.  Panel Glides can 
be matched to complement Roman and Roller 
Blinds, giving an elegant harmonised look 
throughout any interior.

Panel Glides are modern, versatile and strikingly 
different. All of our Panel Glides are manufactured to 
order and beautifully handcrafted, resulting in a 
superior product of the highest quality on the 
market.



There is a stunning versatility to our Roller Blind collection which will add glamour to any interior. 
We have a wide range of blind styles with a vast choice of textiles available. 

Roller Bilnds are great for privacy, heat and light protection. Our smooth operating Classic Rollers are 
available in a selection of fabrics, including blockouts, sheers, opaques and sunscreens. Choose from 
our huge range of colours, weaves and textures. Whatever your choice, Betta Blinds and Awnings are 
sure to have Roller Blinds to complement your home or office setting. Also available with Motorised 
Control.

ROLLER BLINDS
fabulous sunscreen blinds



Versatile and elegant, Roman Blinds are a creative 
decorating solution which add glamour to any interior. 
Select from our Classic, Mode or Plantation styles. 
Roman Blinds suit a variety of tastes and decors, and can 
be matched with our panel glides and roller blinds to 
give an elegant harmonised look throughout.

Manufactured to order with a simple operating system 
that gathers the fabric sections neatly and easily to 
control privacy and light. Our unique front cord control 
system allows multiple blinds to butt together, removing 
the need to put your hand behind the blind to open or 
close them. Also available with Motorised Control.

ROMAN BLINDS
so many beautiful looks to create



The Sheer Vision Roller Blind combines the ideal 
balance of privacy and light control with the 
fashionable, eye-catching trend of bold stripes and 
colour blocking. With a Sheer Vision Blind you will 
enjoy the very best in quality, manufacture and design, 
along with the practicality of a low maintenance blind.

SHEER VISION Sheer Vision blinds are an innovative window furnishing 
that feature two layers of translucent and opaque 
horizontal striped fabric that combine to create a striking 
modern feel. Our made to measure collection offers you 
the perfect range of fabrics and colours to help you to 
create your statement look. The exceptional Sheer 
Vision material range features metallics, delicate subtle 
tones and natural wood weave effects, the perfect 
collection for any room in the home. Also available with 
motorised control.

ideal balance of privacy and light control



For a cost effective solution to match your existing 
décor, Woodlook Venetians can be the answer.
 
The Woodlook Collection offers a beautiful colour range 
from natural looking timber colours to cool crisp whites.
 
Manufactured from compressed polystyrene (not plastic 
or PVC), our Woodlooks won’t warp, crack, peel or 
blister. 

Polystyrene exterior coating is not only easier to clean 
and maintain, it’s also resistant to fungal growth making 
it an excellent product for wet and high humidity areas.
 
Our Woodlook Venetians co-ordinate beautifully with 
our Plantation Battens and Woodlook Pelmets available 
with Roman Blinds and Panel Glides.

WOODLOOK VENETIANS
lush beautiful venetian blinds



The Vertical Drapes produced by Betta Blinds 
and Awnings are manufactured to emulate soft 
draperies which can be drawn open and closed 
like curtains. The blades are then rotated with 
a simple operation to provide light control and 
privacy.

There is a stunning versatility to our fabric 
collection which will add glamour to any 
interior. We have a vast range of colours and 
textiles to choose from, including translucent, 
blockout and jacquard weaves. Your fabric 
choice can also help protect your living 
environment by taking into account privacy, 
light, heat and glare.

Vertical Drapes can be matched to your Roller, 
Roman and Panel Glide Blinds, resulting in an 
elegant flow through effect in open plan living 
areas.

VERTICAL DRAPES
the classic, ever fashionable window furnishing



VERI SHADES®

the clever curtain

Veri Shades® are a new concept in window 
furnishings that combine the feel of curtains with 
the versatility of blinds.

The soft fabric hangs beautifully. There are no 
weights or chains so you can walk through them 
anywhere, whether they’re opened or closed – they 
just sway out of the way and settle back perfectly. 

This makes them perfect for creating a soft 
feature across a large opening. 

With the new unique patented designed Veri 
Shades® you can have the elegance and 
versatility of a sheer and the privacy of a 
curtain. With the turn of a wand you can easily 
adjust the Veri Shades® to control and adjust 
light levels depending on the position of the 
sun, or privacy required. Also available with 
Motorised control.


